Notes

**Rolling dip type 1 existing conditions:** Type 1 rolling dips are utilized when roads are less than 12-14% grade and there is proximal outfall adjacent to the outboard road to facilitate road drainage.

**Design Notes:**
1) The berm should be removed for the entire length of the dip.
2) The steeper the road grade the more asymmetrical the dip should be constructed, i.e. the axis of the dip should be closer to the down road side of the dip when the road gets steep. (See PWA typical drawing #11).
3) The dip should be outsloped at 3-4% across the road tread from start to end of each dip, and 8-10% across the outboard fill.
4) The dip will either connect to and drain the ditch or it will only drain the road surface, see road log for specifications.
5) The road tread across the dip or the outlet of the dip may be rocked depending on site specific conditions (see road log).